
Workshop: Feelings and emotions in philosophy 
 
This workshop brings together researchers working on topics in German Idealism with 
experts in Eastern philosophy, in (comparative) art history, in European continental 
philosophy and in the role of philosophy and the sciences in the university. We intend to 
discuss topics that are related to the role of feelings and emotions in philosophy; a topic 
that proved to be of key importance to discussions about idealism vs. realism around 1800 
(this is one of the results of the NWO-project on realism, empiricism and idealism around 
1800), but that also comes up again and again in discussions in comparative philosophy, and 
that can establish links to later epochs in (European) philosophy as well. In discussion with 
colleagues from these various fields, we want to explore these issues, and in particular how 
the various perspectives on these issues interact. 
 
Location: Stijlkamer, Janskerkhof 13 
If you are interested, please let me (p.g.ziche@uu.nl) or the secretary’s office know that you 
intend to attend our workshop.s 
 
 
Saturday, March 17th 
 
10:00-10:30 Kiyotaka Naoe (Sendai): Expression and Feeling in early Phenomenology and 
Psychology 
10:30-11:00 Johan de Jong (Utrecht): Heidegger on “Stimmung” 
11:00-11:15 Discussion 
 
Coffee Break 
 
11:30-12:00 Enrico Fongaro (Sendai): Feeling and thinking in Nishida 
12:00-12:30 Kiri Paramore (Leiden): T.H. Green in Tokyo: Idealism, Liberalism and Cultural 
Conservatism in the Philosophical Imagination of fin de siècle Anglo-Japanese Empire 
12:30-12:45 Discussion 
 
Lunch break 
 
15:00-15:30 Dascha During: Feeling as a sensus communis  
15:30-16:00 Tanehisa Otabe (Tokyo): “I think” and “I feel” in Kant’s “Critique of the Power of 
Judgment” 
16:00-16:15 Discussion 
 
Coffee Break 
 
16:30-17:00 Takashi Kurihara (Niigata): Psychology and Physiology in Hegel: „Die Physiologie 
und die Psychologie begreift die Philosophie des Geistes, welche von unten gärt.“ 
17:00-17:30 Paul Ziche (Utrecht): ‘Epistemic feelings’ around 1800 
17:30-17:45 Discussion 
 
Conference dinner 
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Sunday, March 18th 
 
10:00-10:30 Iris van der Tuin: Bergson’s ‘Creative Emotion’ and the Philosophical Method  
10:30-11:00 Stephen Harris (Leiden): “Generosity (dāna) as Abandoning (utsarga) in 
Śāntideva’s Training Manual (Śikṣāsamuccaya)” 
11:00-11:45 Discussion 
 
Coffee Break 
 
11:15-11:45 Chiara Robbiano: Plato’s eros and Buddhist karma —creation of worlds through 
training of emotions and intentions 
11:45-12:15 Fukuko Abe (Niigata): T.b.a. 
 
Lunch break 
 
14:00-14:30 Stan van Zon (Utrecht): Identity, Reception, and Scholarship: Applying 
Discourse Theory to Anglophone Scholarship on Japanese Shakespeare Adaptations. 
14:30-15:00 Saku Hara (Sendai): The significance of Bildung in a period of university reform 
15:00-15:15 Discussion 
 
Coffee Break 
 
15:30-16:00 Akihiro Ozaki (Sendai): Porcelain's Gleam – the Encounter Between 
the Netherlands and Asia: Image Strategies as a Seafaring Nation 
16:00-16:15 Discussion/ 
16:15-16:30 Final discussion 
 


